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MONG THE INSCRIPTIONS in the antiquitiescollection of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens is a horos stone of the prasisepi luseitype.' Its text is
inscribed on a thin, narrow slab of marble that tapers towards its bottom and is roughly
picked on all sides. The inscribedarea on the front upper surfacehas been smoothed with a
toothed chisel. The inscriptionis not included in the standardcollections of securityhoroi
and is apparentlyunpublished.2
A

Dimensions: H. 0.505 m., W 0.170 m., Th. 0.073 m.
L.H. 0.010-0.024 m. The lettersof lines 5 and 6 are approximatelytwice the size of those of lines 1-4.
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Line 3. An incidental horizontal slash scratched across the center of the lambda gives it the appearance of
an alpha. Likewise,a verticalline scratchedbetween the diagonalsof the second upsilongives it the appearance
of a psi.

The inscriptionis a nearly perfectlypreservedsecurityhoros. It records that the piece
of land on which it stood served as security on a debt of 1000 drachmas owed by the
unnamed owner of the property to a certain Aristogenes. This amount is consistent with
amounts mentioned on other horoi; 1000 drachmas is the median amount of obligation
against estates,without houses, preservedon horoi of the prasisepiluseitype.3
1 I shouldlike to thankthe Directorof the School, ProfessorW. D. E. Coulson, for permissionto publishthis
inscription,and the archivist,Dr. Carol Zerner,for her assistancein examining the stone. I am also grateful
to those scholarswho respondedto my inquiriesregardingthe circumstancesof the discoveryand provenience
of the stone and to the anonymousrefereesof thisjournal for helpfulcomments.
2 A catalogue of known securityhoroi through 1952 may be found in Finley 1952, pp. 118-193; Finley's
catalogue is supplementedby Millett 1982, pp. 234-242. Securityhoroi uncovered in the excavations of the
AthenianAgora are publishedin AgoraXIX, pp. 22-51; thispublicationsupersedesthe earliercatalogueof Fine
1951. For discussionof the prasi~epiluseitransactionsee Millett 1982, pp. 226-230; Finley 1952, pp. 31-37;
and Fine 1951, pp. 142-166. A new interpretationof the Attic securityhoroi, their terminology,and their
relationshipto other Athenian methods of hypothecationas portrayedin the Attic oratorsis offered by Harris
(1988).
3 For horoi of the prasisepi lusei type recording encumbranceof a parcel of land alone, see Finley 1952,
nos. 40-66, 51A; Millett 1982, no. 190A. On the median price see Finley 1952, p. 173, Table B; updated
by Millett 1982, p. 222, Table B.
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The provenience of the stone is unknown. Its catalogue entry reads simply,"Foundin
collection in 1983. No furtherinformation." A findspot near Pikermi, site of the ancient
deme Teithras,has been suggestedbut is not certain.4
Aristogenes was a common name in ancient Athens. More than two dozen bearers
of this name are attested from the 5th century B.C. into the Roman period.5 Fourteen of
these may be dated between the early 4th and the early 2nd centuryB.C.:6
1. Aristogenes, mentioned as a witness in a speech of Demosthenes of the mid-4th
century (PA1782; Demosthenes 41.8);
2. Aristogenesof Iphistiadai,one of the poletai of 367/6 (Agora
XIX, no. P5, line 3);
3. Aristogenes of Upper Lamptrai, Councillor of the tribe Erechtheis in 367/6
(Agora
XV, no. 14, line 58);
4. Aristogenes, son of Nauteles, of Aixone, named as dedicant to Athena in an
inscriptionfrom before the mid-4th century (PA1787; IG II2 4322, line 1);
5. Aristogenes,son of Lysikles,of Pithos, named in a catalogueof the mid-4th century
(PA1790; IG II2 2385, line 100);
6. Aristogenes, named on a gravestone of the mid-4th century (PA 1782a; IG II2
108 10/ 1, line 1);
7. Aristogenes,named on a gravestoneof the mid-4th century (IGII2 10772);
8. Aristogenesof Kydathenaion,Councillorof the tribe Pandionisin 336/5 (Agora
XV,
no. 42, line 160);
9. Aristogenes, son of Charisandros, of Philaidai, trierarch in 325/4 and 323/2
(PA1792; IG II2 1629, line 277; 1631, lines 494 [and addenda], 566, 613);
10. Aristogenesof Athmonon, whose son is named in an inscribeddecree from Imbros
of the late 4th century (PA1785; IG XII viii 47, line 6);
11. Aristogenesof Rhamnous, named in a catalogue of the tribe Aiantis of the late 4th
century (PA1791; IG II2 2400, line 9);
12. Aristogenes of Phyle, Councillor of the tribe Oineis in the early 2nd century
(Agora
XV, no. 156, line 15);
13. Aristogenesof Aithalidai,fatherof a man named on a gravestoneof the 2nd century
1 (IGII2 5382, line 2);
14. Aristogenesof Myrrhinous,named on a dedication from Imbros, dated only to the
2nd century (IGXII viii 109, line 3).7

4 ProfessorStephen Miller informsme (perep.)that he saw and examined the stone in the office of Professor
Eugene Vanderpool at the American School in the early 1970's. Miller believes, but is not certain, that
Vanderpoolhad found it near Pikermiin the course of one of his weekend walks in the Attic countryside.
5 I am gratefulto ProfessorJohnTraillfor supplyingme with informationon Atheniansnamed Aristogenes
from a forthcomingvolume of PeopleofAncient
Athens.
6 A more precise date cannot be offered;for the range of dates and the general difficultiesassociatedwith
the dating of securityhoroi, see AgoraXIX, pp. 20-21, with note 132.
7 I omit as too late Aristogenes,son of Nikon, of Marathon (PA 1789), named in several mid-2nd-century
inscriptionsat Delos.
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The absence of a demotic on the stone precludes identificationof its Aristogeneswith
any of the known Athenians of the same name. Nonetheless, Aristogenes of Philaidai,
who served as trierarchin 325/4 and possibly in 323/2, seems to be a strong candidate.
Creditorsnamed on securityhoroiwere generallydrawnfromamong the wealthiestmembers
of Athenian society, and several can be identified, with some degree of certainty, with
trierarchs,arbitrators,and others in prominent positions.8 If Aristogenesof Philaidai was
wealthy enough to hold the trierarchy,he was certainlywealthy enough to lend a thousand
drachmas. It may be noteworthy as well that Philaidai, the deme of the trierarch, and
Teithras,modern Pikermiand a possiblefindspotof the inscription,were neighboringdemes9
and that both demes belonged to the tribe Aigeis, factors that may lend the identification
some furthersupport.10
The identificationof the creditorwith Aristogenesof Philaidai, however, must remain
tentative. The lack of a demotic for the creditor,the inabilityto date the inscriptionwithin
narrow limits, and the lack of a secure findspot render certainty impossible. I note that
several of the other attested Athenians named Aristogenes served as Councillors (nos. 3,
8, 12). Since several other known Councillorsmay be identifiedwith creditorsnamed on
securityhoroi, these three men shouldalso be consideredpossiblecandidates.11 In short,too
little is known of any of the attestedAtheniansnamed Aristogenesto exclude any of them, or
some otherwiseunattestedAristogenes,from consideration.
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